Abstract-This paper introduces a directionally oriented 2-D filter bank with the property that the individual channels may be critically sampled without loss of information. The passband regions of the component filters are wedge shaped and thus provide directional information. It is shown that these filter bank outputs may be maximally decimated to achieve a minimum sample representation in a way that permits the original signal to be exactly reconstructed. The paper discusses the theory for directional decomposition and the issues associated with maximum decimation and reconstruction. In addition, implementation issues are addressed where realizations based on both recursive and nonrecursive filters are considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
AN filters with directional sensitivity are important in F practice and have been used for processing in the areas of robotics and computer vision [ 13, [2] , seismology [3]-
[6], linear feature detection and enhancement [7] - [9] , and to some extent in image compression [lo] - [17] . These decompositions are also useful in multisensor array processing problems where the data of interest are often plane waves propagating in a dispersive medium.
Similarly, filters for subband analysidsynthesis which allow a two-dimensional input signal to be represented by a sum of maximally decimated subband images and then reconstructed from these decimated images are also of great importance for image processing, primarily in the area of image coding [18] - [23] . In the past, much attention has been devoted to 1-D decimated filter banks and methods of reconstruction from the decimated channels. More recently, reconstruction methods for 2-D filter banks have received a great deal of attention. In these methods, the constituent filters are low pass, bandpass, and high pass. Maximum decimation and directional sensitivity are clearly useful filter bank properties and to date have only been treated separately. This paper presents a new 2-D filter bank which explicitly combines these two properties. The new filter bank decomposes images into directional components which can be maximally decimated Manuscript received December 12, 1989; revised February 19, 1991. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Contract DCI-8611372 and in part by an IBM Faculty Grant. while still allowing the original image to be exactly reconstructed from its decimated channels. The fan filters employed in this new filter bank have wedge-shaped passband spectral regions as shown in Fig. 1 . It is easily shown (see [24] ) that these wedge-shaped regions correspond to directional components of the image. Furthermore, if the filter bank is designed so that the filter passbands are narrow slivers in the 2-D Fourier domain, the filter bank channels can be related to the discrete Radon transform (DRT). The precise nature of this relationship is discussed in [25] . A filter bank with these directional properties is expected to have application in several areas, including determining the direction of arrival of a plane wave and the removal of ground roll in seismic processing [26] , enhancement of linear features in noisy environments [9] , [8] , and image coding [27] , [15] .
In order to achieve this decomposition in a computationally efficient manner, the filter bank can be implemented in a polyphase form. The polyphase filter bank is composed of simple modulators, polyphase filters, adders, delays, and upsamplers and downsamplers. In part, this efficiency is achieved by exploiting a property of generalized separability. Separable two-dimensional filter banks which have been discussed in the context of subband image coding typically involve filtering the horizontal rows of the image and then filtering the columns of the resulting images. In this paper it is useful to use a generalization of the separability concept where 1 -D filtering is performed along linearly independent directions in the 1053-587X/92$03,00 ' < 1992 IEEE image. As will be seen later in the paper, the filtering is performed along the horizontal and vertical directions when the polyphase form of the filter bank is used.
The paper begins with a brief introduction to the notation and the basic 2-D sampling rate alteration equations and structures. This is followed by a description of the design of the analysis/synthesis filters and the implementation of the directional filter bank in a tree-structure. Most notably, the design method in [28] is generalized to the design of the exact and near-exact reconstruction analysidsynthesis filters required by the filter bank. In this approach, the two-dimensional filters are constructed by applying transformations to the superposition of twodimensional separable filters whose constituent one-dimensional filters were previously designed to satisfy exactlaliasing-free reconstruction constraints. It is easily shown that the filtering and reconstruction properties of the one-dimensional system are preserved in the directional filter bank. In addition, computationally efficient polyphase implementations of the two-band filter banks are presented and issues specific to filtering finite extent signals while conserving their spatial regions of support are discussed in the context of the directional filter bank. The paper concludes with some examples of the analysis/ synthesis filters and filtered test images.
11. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MULTIRATE PROCESSING Matrix/vector notations have been used for the description of multirate operations in two dimensions [ 2 9 ] . These descriptions enable relationships for multirate operations to be expressed in a form which resembles that of their one-dimensional counterparts. A good treatment of this theory may be found in [30]-[33] , [13] . To lay the ground for discussion, some notational conventions and definitions used in this paper are mentioned first. The spatial domain is described by the two-point column vector [nl n2] which henceforth will be denoted n. This leads to compact expressions for the discrete-time Fourier transform [29] , [ 133) is
From an inspection of the Fourier relationship of (4), it is seen that the rectangular spectral region
} n i-. 
can be accomplished by first filtering the signal, x [ n j , with an antialiasing filter whose nominal passband is
and whose downsampling matrix p is assumed to be With these multirate operations defined, the two-band filter bank structure shown in Fig. 2 , the fundamental building block of the directional filter bank, can be analyzed conveniently. The analysis section of such structures decomposes a signal into its subband components by first filtering with a bank of bandpass filters, and then maximally downsampling the filtered outputs with a corresponding bank of downsamplers. The synthesis section reconstructs an approximation of the input by interpolating the subband signals and then recombining them. One issue of great concern in the design of multirate filter banks and image processing algorithms is computational efficiency. Inspection of the analysis section of the twoband structure shown in Fig. 2 reveals that the filtering operation always takes place at the original (higher) sampling rate and then half of the output samples are then discarded by the downsamplers.
Computation can be reduced by approximately 50% by using polyphase filter bank structures which achieve their computational savings by filtering the signal at the lower sampling rates and sharing the computational load between the high-pass and low-pass channels. There are several polyphase implementations possible [ 341. The polyphase structure used in this work, shown in Fig. 3 , is a special case of the more general polyphase structure presented in [34] . In order to share the computational load between the high-pass and low-pass channels, a certain amount of generality is sacrificed by restricting the highpass and low-pass filters to be frequency shifted versions of each other. A simple analysis and comparison of the direct form ( Fig. 2 ) and polyphase form ( Fig. 3) indicates that the two systems are equivalent if and only if
form the basic building block for the directional filter bank which is introduced in the next section.
THE DIRECTIONAL FILTER BANK
The proposed directional filter bank is implemented in a tree-structure composed of two-band systems. The most basic directional decomposition is a two-band split which divides a signal into the two hour-glass-shaped spectral regions depicted in Fig. 4 . To maximally decimate the output of the hour-glass-shaped filters, it is desirable to modulate the signal by R in either the wI or w2 frequency variable. Alternately, the input signal can first be modulated by R and then filtered with a filter pair which has the diamond-shaped characteristic shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen from (6) and (9), the resampling matrices corresponding to the diamond-shaped analysis/synthesis filters are given by
For a four-band decomposition, the second stage of the tree structure is identical to the first. A typical first or second stage of the filter bank is shown in Fig. 6 . The remaining stages of the directional filter bank are composed of the simple two-band structures of Fig. 2 . Due to geometrical constraints, the filters and resampling matrices for the remaining stages are not the same as the ones for the first two stages. Consider, for example, the 8-band decomposition of a signal where the desired spectral partitioning is shown in Fig. 1 . The first stage, a two-band split, results in one signal which contains components 1, 2, 7 , and 8 of Fig. 1 , and f f , ( w ) = Po(pTw) -e-/"%ypL';)
G,(W) = Q~( A~o )
+ r / u ' k i~, (~T~) (11) a signal which contains components 3, 4, 5 , and 6. The next level in the tree structure, a four-band decomposition, yields four directional components. Fig. 7 shows
where the spectral components in Fig. 1 are mapped by the 4 direction decomposition. An inspection of Fig. 7 where P,(w) and Pl(w) are the polyphase analysis filters, and Qo(o) and Q,(w) are the polyphase synthesis filters. Further analysis shows that (1 1) and (12) require the following symmetry in the analysislsynthesis filters:
As is evident from (13), the frequency shift is completely defined by the resampling matrices and their coset vectors. These two-band structures (direct and polyphase) reveals that in order to separate the spectral components labeled 1 and 2 from the outputs of the four-band decomposition, it is necessary to design a two-band filter bank whose analysislsynthesis filters have parallelogramshaped passbands. A further analysis reveals that four different two-band structures are required for the desired 8-band decomposition, each having analysislsynthesis filters with parallelogram-shaped passbands. The four parallelogram-shaped characteristics required for the eightband decomposition are shown in Fig. 8 . Given the desired ideal passband characteristics, the corresponding re- sampling matrices are found by applying (9). In addition, it can be shown that for 16, 32, and in general any 2" band decomposition, all the remaining two-band sections use only these four parallelogram-shaped filter characteristics. 
IV. DESIGN OF THE ANALYSIS FILTERS
Thus far, directional decomposition has been discussed using ideal filters. To implement the directional filter bank, it is necessary to design the 2-D analysidsynthesis filters. The design of practical 2-D analysis/synthesis filters can be achieved by employing l-D filters and the concept of generalized separability. In [28], Ansari describes a method for designing efficient ninety degree FIR and IIR fan filters. In [ 3 5 ] , the approach in [28] is used to design 2-D IIR analysis/synthesis filters with the diamond-shaped frequency response shown in Fig. 5 . In this paper, a generalization of Ansari's method is presented that allows for the design of both the diamond and parallelogram-shaped filter banks. These filters may be either FIR and IIR. This design method provides a compact parameterization of the entire filter bank in terms of the I-D prototype filter and the 2-D downsampling matrix for each desired geometry. It is further demonstrated that the two-band filters designed in this manner have the necessary symmetry to be implemented in the polyphase form of Fig. 3 . Moreover, the resulting polyphase filters are rectangularly separable.
Up until this point, only the fundamental period of the filter responses have been shown. However, the filters are actually periodic with period 27r in both the w , and w2 variables. Observing that the filter responses have this periodicity, it is revealed that all the filters, diamond and parallelogram-shaped passbands alike, have a checkerboard-shaped response which has been rotated, skewed, and/or scaled. The design methodology presented here uses a change of variables applied to the checkerboardshaped responses shown in Fig. 9 to effect the rotation, skewing, and scaling necessary. Hence, there are two issues which must be addressed: a proper choice of change of variables and the design of the checkerboard-shaped filters shown in Fig. 9 .
The change of variables is chosen to be where the matrix p is the appropriate downsampling matrix for the desired geometry (diamond or parallelogram) passbands. Alternately, we can express the change of variables in terms of the z transform as 2; = p 1 / 2 P 2 1 / 2 z; = z1;12/2 P 7 2 / 2 I 22 22 - (16) where I det ( p ) I = 2 since only two-band systems are being considered. This choice of change of variables provides the appropriate rotation, skewing, and scaling for all the filters required for the directional filter bank. This change of variables is a general one which will transform any filter with the checkerboard-shaped responses shown in Fig. 9 to filters with the geometry implied by (9). To ensure that the resultant filter banks have all the desired properties previously mentioned, care must be taken in the design of the checkerboard-shaped filters.
The checkerboard filter can be viewed as a sum of two square-shaped filters where one filter is equivalent to the other shifted by ?r in both the w I and w2 directions. The first step in the design of these 2-D analysis filters is to select a one-dimensional filter pair such that 
The square spectrum filters Bo(zl, z2) and Bl(zl, z 2 ) can then be formed where
The square spectrum filters in turn can be used to form the checkerboard patterned filters (-z,, -z2) . (21) Equivalently, the checkerboard filters can be expressed in terms of the polyphase components of the original 1-D prototype filter where the two-dimensional polyphase filters are defined as
Rewriting (23) in the Fourier domain yields the required analysis filters:
Comparing (1 1) and (25) reveals that not only (25) are the resulting analysis filters implementable in the efficient polyphase structure of Fig. 3 , but the resulting two-dimensional polyphase filters are rectangularly separable.
In addition to the nominal passband shape, the directional filter bank design problem calls for obtaining analysis/synthesis filters with prescribed passband ripples, stopband ripples, and transition bandwidths. Given such a set of analysis/synthesis filter specifications, it is possible to determine characteristics for the 1-D prototype filter needed for the design. The stopband ripple, &, and passband ripple, CY; , of the 2-D filter are independent of passband geometry and the associated change of variables. They are related to the 1-D prototype filter speci- Now that the analysis filters have been designed, it is necessary to design the synthesis filters so that the filter bank provides exact/aliasing-free reconstruction. In the next section, a discussion of the reconstruction issues is presented. There it is shown that it is possible to exactly reconstruct the input in spite of the aliasing and filtering distortions, a result which previously has only been demonstrated for the class of filters used for subband image coding. 
The analogous constraint in the general two-dimensional case is
which is the same symmetry required for a polyphase implementation. It is noteworthy that the symmetry condition of (30) is directly dependent on the downsampling matrix p and hence its coset vector k l . The QMF solution is obtained by choosing
Comparing (3 1) and (28) 
Close inspection reveals that if Ho(w) closely matches the ideal frequency response specified by (9), then the filters can be designed so that the frequency distortion is negligible. Furthermore, it can be shown that if l-D QMF filters are used in the design algorithm described in the previous section, then the resulting 2-D filters satisfy the symmetry constraints of (30) . In the general case, the polyphase analysis filters for the multidimensional QMF filter bank are
HI I and the polyphase synthesis filters are
(34) In the special case discussed here, the polyphase analysis/ synthesis filters are 2-D separable and thus are computationally efficient.
The directional filter banks can also be implemented using efficient recursive filters. It is well known that recursive digital filters generally have better magnitude characteristics than FIR filters of the same complexity. This efficiency has been exploited in one-dimensional filter banks in [40] , [41] , [47] , [46] where some small amount of phase and/or frequency distortion is allowed. More recently it has been used in [23] , [19] , [20] , where exact reconstruction 1-D IIR filter banks filters were shown to be effective for image coding. In these implementations the polyphase filters P&) and P l ( z ) are chosen to be all-pass filters of the form (35) where ai and bi are the poles of the analysis polyphase filters. The motivation for this choice is that all-pass filters of degree M can be performed very efficiently by taking advantage of the symmetry of the coefficients [46] . Thus the difference equation used to implement the filter requires only M multiplies and 2M adds per output sample.
As before, the synthesis filters needed to achieve exact reconstruction can be determined by using the synthesis (28) derived in the Appendix. To explore this approach further, we start with analysis filters H o ( o ) and H l ( o ) related by
Applying the exact reconstruction expression given in (28), the exact reconstruction synthesis filters are Substituting (11) (i.e., expressing H j ( o ) in terms of the polyphase filters) into the above expression and simplifying, yields
Comparing the above equations to (12) and equating like terms reveals that the polyphase synthesis filters are simply the reciprocals of the analysis filters In this case, if the polyphase analysis filters are separable IIR all-pass filters, then the polyphase synthesis filters are also separable IIR all-pass filters. It should be noted that since the polyphase filters were chosen to be all-pass filters, stable causal polyphase analysis filters always result in anticausal stable polyphase synthesis filters. Thus, as long as the input images are finite in extent, system stability is not an issue. Other implementation issues are discussed in the following section.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The sampling theorem implies that the directional space-frequency representation of an N X N image can be realized with a total of N X N samples. Therefore, an Mband directional decomposition can be uniquely represented with as few as N 2 / M pixels in each band. However, this situation does not naturally arise in the system as described. If, for example, FIR analysis/synthesis filters are used, even with a maximally decimated filter bank, the total number of samples in the subband signals will be greater than the total number of samples in the original signal. The problem is even more evident for IIR filters where infinite samples result from filtering. Several solutions to the problem of obtaining a minimum sample representation are discussed in [ 191, [48] . A convenient solution is based on the periodic extension of the signal. It is easily shown that convolving a periodic sequence with periodicity matrix %,' with an aperiodic sequence results in a periodic sequence which also has periodicity matrix 32. Therefore, if the finite extent sequence can be periodically replicated with a periodicity matrix X, then it is only necessary to retain one period of the filtered sequence which is a minimum sample representation.
Since only one period of the infinitely periodic filtered signal is retained, only one period need be computed. In the case of FIR filters, this is easily achieved using any of the direct form filter implementations [ 191. For the IIR case, the filter is implemented as a difference equation and knowledge of the appropriate initial conditions is required. Since all the filtering in this paper is done with separable filters, the problem of computing the initial conditions is identical to the 1-D case. The closed form so-' A two-dimensional signal is said to be periodic with periodicity matrix lution for the one-dimensional case is presented in [ 191, [23] and is summarized here for completeness.
Consider a sum of N terms, it is often sufficient to evaluate the sum based on only the first few terms in the summation due to the exponential amplitude decay of the filter's impulse response.
In the implementation of the directional filter bank, some practical issues arise due to the periodic extension necessary for the filter bank to have the size limiting property. To fully understand these issues, it is first necessary to consider the effect of downsampling a signal f [ n ] with periodicity 32, by applying a downsampler p . Applying the definition of the periodicity matrix 32, it is easy to show that the output of the downsampler will have a periodicity of (40) 32' z= p-Iz if 32' is a matrix containing only integer entries. An example of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 11 where the change in periodicity is shown graphically for a particular p. For storage efficiency, one fundamental period of the signal and its periodicity matrix are retained. It is important to note that for two-dimensional periodic signals, there are an infinite number of choices for the fundamental period. Examples of two different fundamental periods which can be used to represent the image in Fig. 1 I(b) are shown in Fig. 12 . The issue involved is that at each point in the implementation of the directional filter bank, a different choice of the fundamental period of the signal is required. Using the rectangularly separable polyphase implementation, the rows of the periodic sequence are filtered, followed by the columns of the result. This rectangularly separable filtering, in combination with the size-limiting nature of the filter bank requires that the rows and columns of the signals being filtered be periodic. For convenience, it is desirable that fundamental periods of the rows and columns be easily accessible. The choices of fundamental periods shown in Figs. 12(a) and (b) are appropriate for filtering the rows and columns of the image, respectively. It can be shown that a suitable tiling can always be found for each stage in the directional filter bank.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS To illustrate this directionally based representation, the Cameraman image shown in Fig. 13 , was used as a test input for decomposition. Fig. 14 shows the magnitude response of several different filter bank channels. This particular filter bank is based on separable, first-order allpass polyphase filters and resolves the input into 16 directional components. An advantage of this recursive implementation is that each stage in the filter bank requires only 1 multiply and 2 additions per output sample. The sixteen directional subband components of the Cameraman image are shown in Fig. 15 . An interpolated version of one of the directional outputs is shown in Fig. 16 . The directional information is clearly visible in the interpolated channel and thus provides a more intuitive representation. When all interpolated channels are summed together, the original image is reconstructed. Furthermore, since the directional filter bank is implemented with the all-pass polyphase filters, the reconstructed image is exactly the same as the original, i.e., no distortion is introduced.
In summary, a new filter bank for the directional decomposition of multidimensional signals was introduced. Its full value as an analysis/synthesis tool is not known at this time. Preliminary research in specific applications (linear feature enhancement and detection in particular), indicates that gains in both performance and computa- [56] , Slant-Stack, or Tau-P [26] transforms. These transforms are all related to each other and are based on slices of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the input image [29] . Most notable is the similarity and relationship between the directional filter bank and the discrete Radon transform or (DRT), details of which can be found in [25] . Thus, the proposed directional filter bank may also be an attractive candidate for applications in which these transforms are employed.
Third, since the directional resolution in the directional filter bank is determined simply by the number of channels, it is a straightforward matter to convert from narrow band to wide band and vice versa. This allows one to easily investigate the range of directional resolutions for traditionally narrow-band and/or wide-band applications. Fourth, the directional analysidsynthesis filter bank can be designed to be both exactly reconstructing and extremely computationally efficient. Thus the filter bank will likely yield analysidsynthesis implementations with higher computational efficiency. Finally, since the proposed filter bank can be maximally decimated, processing can be performed in the decimated signal domain which can significantly improve the computational efficiency with respect to modification of the directional channels. Application of the directional filter bank to specific image processing tasks is presently underway [49].
APPENDIX
The AC matrix theory is a general framework for multirate filter banks. Its two main uses are designing exact and aliasing-free filter banks and analyzing the reconstruction properties of predesigned filter banks. Here the theory is generalized to multidimensional filter banks. In order to extend the AC matrix formulation to a filter bank of the type in Fig. 17 , pi and Ai must be restricted to equal p for all values of i. (This is the case for the two-band systems used to construct the directional filter bank.) Applying the Fourier properties of the upsamplers and down- . . x (~ -(FT)-ikM-,2T)17 (42) and H A C is the aliasing components matrix whose (i, J ) element is H,(w -( p 7 > -' k , 2 a ) . Therefore, from (41) 
